"CALIFORNIA CHILDREN DRINK POLIO-RASPBERRY MILKSHAKES" that's the front page article in a California paper dated April 5th. It states that LIVE viruses were dissolved in these milkshakes, but that "TAMED" viruses were used. America needs a HUMANE SOCIETY to protect humans as we do our dogs and pigs.

YESTERDAY. Associated Press reported: "Dr. Salk still isn't entirely satisfied with the vaccine. He wants to work out details on dosage, time between shots, etc." Dr. Salk is also reported as saying..."My work is a very fine hobby". ....WHAT A MESS. .

TIME Magazine (April 11th) page 74, reports children getting the Salk vaccine (no dummy shots) developed Polio, including some paralytic cases. Our "MURDER, INC." cites many cases.

Detroit Sunday Times (March 27th) says: "How about Parke-Davis (and five other companies) going into manufacture of this stuff? Businesses don't take gambles. Somebody must have tipped them off. And, what about Parke-Davis stock going up 2% in the last few weeks? Sure there's been a tipoff".

Now, look in LIFE Magazine (April 11th) and see the THOUSANDS of cases of Salk vaccine ready to be shipped. Business firms don't take "chances" or "gamble". THINK IT OVER...

March 2, 1955: The March of Dimes stated: "After 1955, we will no longer take part in the production, distribution, and administration of the Polio vaccine". Was it too much of a "HOT POTATO?"

December, 1953. a former feature writer of the March of Dimes told us if the Salk vaccine didn't work out, the Foundation might go into another "field". Today's Miami Herald headlines..."POLIO FOND TO SHIFT TO NEW HEALTH PROBLEM"...possibly to mental health. And, now they will hop on the "mentally sick".

March 31st. the Detroit News says: "It is not intended to prevent the disease itself...but to prevent or greatly mitigate paralysis and damage to the nervous system". Every parent we know has been so thoroughly "BRAINWASHED" and lied to, that they think this vaccine will prevent polio. Keep us posted on children who contract or DIE from this vaccine "shindig" in your State.

Dr. Van Riper, (March of Dimes "medico") April 4, 1955 in an article written for International News Service states: "It is hard to realize that our methods for diagnosing the disease are still inadequate. We have no quick, simple diagnostic test. We do not have a cure for POLIO". Polio is easily diagnosed and is being successfully treated by many fine clinics. WHY don't they investigate and give the world the TRUTH????? What a racket.

YOU CAN BET IF ANY "GANG" TRIED TO PULL SUCH A VACCINE FARCE, EVEN IN RUSSIA, THEY'D BE IN FRONT OF A FIRING SQUAD BEFORE SUNSET.
Dr. Francis reports: "Out of 1,800,000 children in the test program, 1,013 cases of polio developed". You can lay these 1,013 cases of polio on Dr. Salk's doorstep... red water cannot cause polio. Reading further, it says: "Of children receiving the dummy shots, 115 became paralyzed"...APPLESAUCE... last year, we heard of many places where the doctors and the nurses got all "mixed-up", on their code numbers, etc... red water cannot cause paralysis.

Now, they say 4 children died who received the dummy shots. Looks like their SECRET CODE served it's "underhanded" purpose as they planned. They say just one child, given the vaccine, died of polio following the removal of tonsils after his second shot of the Salk vaccine. "Just one child" is JUST ONE CHILD TOO MANY. There is NO EXCUSE for any child to DIE or become CRIPPLED from Polio.

We heard one "rumor" that the March of Dimes, U. S. Public Health officials and the 6 producers of the "vaccine" had a secret (miniature) "Yalta-shindig" a while back. With some of the doctors of our U. S. Public Health Department being on committees of the March of Dimes, form your own opinion... WE HAVE OURS.

Could this explain why certain stocks jumped 2% all of a sudden and why some producers of the vaccine mailed out COSTLY printed "propaganda" booklets and tickets of admission (to the telecast) to doctors from coast to coast??? Today's paper says: "Pharmaceutical houses which manufacture and supply the vaccine have been taking orders for it from local druggists for the past few weeks". Why were they so "cock-sure" of themselves????

Wednesday morning... April 13th

Too bad every one of you couldn't have been with us at the "closed circuit" television show put on for the "needle-pushers"... you could then have seen through this whole FARCE as easily as looking through a cellophane petticoat on a strip-tease dancer. Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors" was "kid-stuff".

WHO paid for this COSTLY telecast??? How many "MILLIONS" now will the DRUG TRUST rake in on this farce??? In the small audience last night, there were so FEW "medicos" mostly the type that likes to get rich on some fake needle pushing. The others were wives, friends, nurses, Naturopaths, Chiropractors, etc.... What a "FARCE".

Miami's March of Dimes "gang" were strutting around.

Basil O'Connor, March of Dimes "head man" started it off but we don't recall that he said much of anything. Then, Dr. Bodian of John Hopkins came on and tried to "double talk" the virus coming in thru the throat and then going into the intestines. He said it may be that at some point it travels thru the bloodstream. He might as well have stayed home with his FRAUDULENT "theory".

Dr. Thomas Francis, Jr. of University of Michigan came on with charts and statistics that few, if any, understood. Incidentally, the March of Dimes gave him $850,000.00... no strings attached... to decide if the Salk vaccine was any good. Dr. Francis "hedged" and "side-stepped" on many points that this, and that case, may not have been polio... anyhow he got $850,000.00 of the public's money.

Dr. Salk then came on with his "song and dance" ADMITTING that many batches of his 1954 vaccine were not potent, did not build up the "anti-bodies" etc. He ADMITTED in many children getting the vaccine were stricken with SCARLET FEVER, but he didn't think the vaccine caused it. For Dr. Salk's information, SCARLET FEVER is Nature's way of throwing off "poisons" such as any vaccine, etc.

Dr. Salk also brought out that he had been questioned on the danger from the RH blood factor (but that didn't seem to worry him). WHO KNOWS the reaction this might bring in years to come. It's just a lot of "monkey-business" when you inject "MONKEY-JUICE" into perfect, clean bodies that our GOD created.

This CRIME against GOD and Nature by the forces of "anti-Christ" money-grabbers must be stopped. Write your Congressman and Senators for a WIDE OPEN hearing on this... the most HORRIBLE, Criminal move ever known to mankind. We are willing to appear with PROOF... let's get these rats out in the OPEN.